
Between Earth 
and the Closest Star

a new way to see this simple,
endless field of my life



In the beginning, the sun’s hands were 
vacant and its heat could host nothing 
else. The earth was not green, 
but the unbearable orange of an immense 
iron left in the coals for centuries.
So, the sun reached slowly back 
into itself, easing to a stop 
 when the first animal appeared 
in the feathery ash, though
its body was branded with the last, 
retracting flame, the only legacy 
of the first earth. Every night he dreamed of perfect fire
and sometimes standing in the warm, 
brilliant light there was a strangely 
colored memory he could only compare 
to the hot, crimson taste in the open 
belly of a surprised gazelle. This is why 
poetry exists, to tell the origin of tigers, 
to always remember for them one detail 
of heaven, that fiery meat which feeds us.
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The Origin of Tigers



I’ve been thinking about infinity, this afternoon 
dividing 5 by 3 and getting 1.6666666, a Niagara 
of numbers bursting the side door of the calculator, 
spilling out of my hand onto the floor, unending. 
My mother came home, “You’ve been playing with 
the calculator again haven’t you? For God’s sake, 
get a mop.” What I mean is, I’ve been realizing how 
much my mind is limited to eight digit display, ready 
to admit I haven’t the strength to carry the 2 
very far. Infinity is a woman of unbearable light 
and because so many of us weep to touch her, 
she sent her 10 beautiful and mysterious children 
into our lives: the stoical faces of 5s, laughing 9s, 
military 7s, hardassed 8s, all gathering now to sleep 
in the bottomless field of a summer night. Even 
the distance between earth and the closest star 
is too much to apprehend. Alone in the back yard 
tonight, I can bridge only 5 feet, 3 inches of the gap, 
like the first 8 digits of something endless, wet grass 
cooling the soles of my feet, the incalculable smell 
of apricots ripening above my head in the dark.
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In the Alaskan town where I was born, there was a man 
who plowed the streets after each snow. Before starting, 
he would phone his wife to be sure his son was home 
safe. The one time he neglected to call, the boy was tunneling 
in a snow bank beside a road and was killed. This is a true 
story. Snow in his mouth, snow in his pockets, his chest 
crushed. None of us knew the man or the boy and we moved 
away soon after this. But I think of it during a hard snow 
when my car creeps down the highway, the windshield blurring 
with ice. And also early the next morning when the plow 
lumbering past my house scrapes me from sleep, the harsh 
metal raking asphalt, headlights passing just above
my head. He stands there in the darkest room of winter. 
I don’t know what this boy wants. I have done all I can do. 
I have brought in lanterns, blankets, I have shouted warnings 
in my sleep. I have tried to build this poem for his rescue, 
but there is so much snow I cannot lift it alone or pry 
away the top layer in time to let him escape. It is always 
too late and when I awaken, I am first aware my arms 
feel heavy like ice and I remember I have no children.
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The Story of Math The Second Thing I Remember



At meadow edge, fetlocks dressed 
in jonquil and shooting star, he shakes the proud 
trumpet of his head and gallops 
the girl to the other side of her life. 
The black mane cracking with wind 
is a ribbon he offers the girl 
shining between clutched fingers. His shoulder 
muscles rumble up bone like dark 
fists in a new rhythm that percussions 
her shins hard against packed ribs. 
The girl’s cheek burrows against the stallion’s 
neck, listening to the strum of a wrist-thick 
tendons pulse like a mallet 
in her ear, pounding her into 
a music she’s never before heard. In the sun, 
his moist muzzle gleams, it is enough the warm 
voice of the wind in her mouth, her hair snapping 
back like a banner from her neck. Soon, 
with knees still wobbling in time to the ride, 
she will ease down from the saddle, the smell 
of leather wound around her hand, and her feet 
will dance in one unsteady moment upon 
earth now singing the flute of her body.
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We skidded up in late afternoon to the lake cottage, 
hot, steel bucket in the back seat bulging 
with wild strawberries, the cologne of July 
blown in our hair. Engine off, the day
squeezed close again like the sweaty arms of my old aunt. 
The women buzzed the bucket to the kitchen in a rush 
of blue aprons. My nails, hemmed with russet horseshoes, 
dug out hulls, while my mother’s voice
rose clear as the scent of fresh tablecloths 
snapped open in the dining room. After dinner, 
the berries waded in heavy cream, we relaxed 
in a humid breeze barely breathing off Lake Minnetonka, 
the sky sinking into a last cup of lukewarm coffee. 
At twelve, time reinventing my body, I was old enough 
to sit amid the tribe in poppy-printed dresses 
and red-faced toenails. From our patch of porch light, 
I heard waves slapping the shore, realized 
even darkness is comforted by the talk of women, 
the sweetness raised in the pink lines of their hands.
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Why the Young Girl Dreams of Horses Coming of Age



June, they’d arrive in the driveway 
jungled in the trunk 
yawned up to divulge a hundred 
dumbfounded flowers
suddenly famous with light. 
Mother pounded down stakes, 
smiling, shredding 
a loud daisy print dress
worn ten years ago. 
Drenching holes all afternoon, 
she smoothed out the roots in mud. 
By July, they’d punched out, 
fists that woke hard and green in her palm. 
Mid-summer brought a ritual morning hosing, 
souping each plant till cracked ground 
remembered again how to drink. 
Come August, tomatoes lit up the kitchen counter, 
gorgeous redheads scattered sexy 
at her elbow, picked 
when ripeness most approaches speech, 
when her low garden whispering 
swelled to a perfect answer. 
They were mother’s pumped-up 
opinion of summer, 
a private conversation rowed 
on the brown windowsill, 
what she and the sunlight 
said to each other.
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Becky Huie told the one about
the honeymooners with car trouble
done in by the wandering murderer like she
knew them personally. Eleven years to my eight,
Becky knew about these things, she had

been around. In the backyard magnolia,
our legs braced between
limbs, I shifted positions, the edge
of the woodpile became two logs more than
wood, maniacs grew in the hedgerows

in the same proportion as darkness changed
hands with light. In the daytime, I was in
the third grade in Falls Church, Virginia, and my
father worked at the Pentagon. He knew secrets
and couldn’t leave the country. We drove into D.C.

occasionally. I was afraid to descend the stairs
at the Lincoln Memorial, the white steps pulling me
away from the edge. If you fell down, they could
kill you three or four times. Sometimes, I begged
my father for a secret, just one, wondering

what kind of story was big enough to scare
a whole country, lock shut the borders. I thought
of this stepping down the white stones,
stories tangled in dark branches, my legs
trembling slightly, holding my father’s hand.
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She Spoke of Tomatoes Horror Stories



I was fifteen and visiting my grandmother 
for the last time. She knew enough

to pucker her lips slightly 
when I lowered my face, dutifully,

in front of her son and daughter-in-law— 
my mother—who loved her like her own

mother and lived with her during 
the Korean War when my father

became a collection of vague 
lines scrawled from a country

full of nightmares. Drinking coffee 
at evening around the kitchen table,

they spoke about lists for market 
tomorrow, the next air mail package,

but not about me yet 
or my siblings. It was too early

and they were still so afraid for him. 
She had said, if this is the end, I hope it comes

quickly, and what she meant was, the dying is 
the only fearful part. I leaned my face
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What She Meant Was

over hers for a last difficult kiss,
allowing the distances to fully bloom

between us. It never occurred to me then 
how it is our lives rise up out of each other,

terrible and wondrous. The cancer had 
dismantled her quick enough, my brother,

sister, and I turned for the door, our eyes 
signaling each other in one accord:

let this be over. The door opened 
to a swell of noise, air studded

with light. Turning down 
the hall, like three centers of stillness,

we walked back to our lives, slowly, without fear.


